
ArmorGalv® - THE ONLY TRULY “GREEN”, 
HIGH PERFORMANCE,  CORROSION 

PROTECTION FOR STEEL.

!

Some high profile projects, using 
ArmorGalv® coated fasteners and hardware 

!
!

Hong-Kong new 
underwater tunnel  

Kansai airport – Japan 
Roof pivot pins  

San Pablo River bridge 
Jacksonville FL. All steel 
hardware – railing supports 
fasteners, anchors etc.  



The ArmorGalv® technology is an environment-friendly process that offers superior 
corrosion protection and wear resistance as well as anti-galling properties. Following are 
some highlights of the ArmorGalv® technology which is, in fact, a modern, greatly improved, 
version of the well established Sherardizing zinc/iron diffusion process:
ArmorGalv® is not merely a sacrificial coating. By diffusing zinc atoms into steel, it creates 
layers of zinc/iron alloy on any steel part, including wrought and/or forged steel, castings, 
powdered metal (with no impregnation required!), and all grades of stainless steel.

The unique combination of properties offered by the ArmorGalv® technology, make it an 
excellent replacement for cadmium, hex chromium and Hot Dip Galvanizing as well as 
being very interesting for a multitude of Industrial applications, from construction in 
corrosive environments and components on Navy ships to mining applications, oil industry, 
automotive, power utility etc.
ArmorGalv® Thermal Diffusion Coating is covered by ASTM # A1059. 

Hot Dip Galvanizing (HDG) has been the preferred zinc based solution for long term 
corrosion protection for over 100 years. Zinc, and even more so, the alloy of zinc and iron, 
offer a combination of galvanic protection (providing protection even to damaged areas in 
the coating, unlike paints), good wear and abrasion resistance and overall good durability in 
various climatic environments, including coastal areas. Much has been written about the 
process of Galvanic protection and Hot Dip Galvanizing, so most technical people are well 
acquainted with the basics of the process. 
Here are the main reasons ArmorGalv®  is displacing HDG in many applications:

ArmorGalv® as a replacement to HDG and other coating systems



Technical comparison of ArmorGalv® to HDG:

ArmorGalv® has a 100% intermetallic 
alloy structure, with a significant 
Gamma layer and a more iron rich 
structure than HDG. The ArmorGalv® 

layer is hard and abrasion resistant 
while the richer iron content also 
provides superior corrosion 
resistance.

HDG, most of the time, has a pure 
zinc layer that is more than half of 
the coating. The intermetallic alloy 
layers are much thinner (particularly 
the very thin Gamma, which is the 
hardest and most corrosion 
resistant) and poorer in Iron 
content. 

NOTE: DPN and HV hardness are identical, both are designations of the Vickers 
hardness test. From the above it is clear that ArmorGalv® is much harder than HDG and 
offers far superior abrasion and wear resistance. 
There are some additional technical differences that should be pointed out:
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Technical comparison of ArmorGalv® to HDG:  
 ArmorGalv® has a 
100% intermetallic 
alloy structure, with a 
significant Gamma 
layer and a more iron 
rich structure than 
HDG. The 
ArmorGalv® layer is 
hard and abrasion 
resistant while the 
richer iron content 
also provides superior 
corrosion resistance. 
 

HDG, most of the 
time, has a pure zinc 
layer that is more 
than half of the 
coating. The 
intermetallic alloy 
layers are much 
thinner (particularly 
the very thin 
Gamma, which is the 
hardest and most 
corrosion resistant) 
and poorer in Iron          
content.  

NOTE: DPN and HV hardness are identical, both are designations of the Vickers hardness 
test. From the above it is clear that ArmorGalv® is much harder than HDG and offers far 
superior abrasion and wear resistance.  
There are some additional technical differences that should be pointed out: 
 

Problems and issues with HDG that do not occur with ArmorGalv®  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zinc runs need to be            Moving parts and hinges    Threaded parts must be cleaned 
removed and cleaned up,        need to be freed manually        manually. Nuts are threaded 
manually, after HDG.              after coating, so there is no 
                 protection on the inside thread. 
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Hydrogen and molten metal (liquid) embrittlement failures:  

 
ArmorGalv® is entirely free from the above issues, and has the following additional 
advantages: 
 

Precision and uniformity: 
 

Unlike HDG, the ArmorGalv® technology creates an extremely uniform and controlled alloy 
layer. Due to the fact that we are dealing with zinc vapor (gas), which penetrates any open cavity 
in the part, ArmorGalv® is not sensitive to the geometry of the part and will coat internal 
surfaces of a part just like it does the external surface. This means, for instance, that unlike HDG 
nuts which get cut after galvanizing, leaving the inside thread unprotected, ArmorGalv® 
provides even and uniform protection to both the outside and inside threads. 
 

 
As can be seen from the uniform coating even between the washer and body of the screw, 
ArmorGalv® works well even on assemblies. 
 

Superior corrosion protection: 
From “normal” salt spray tests, to cyclic 
automotive industry tests and real life testing by 
the U.S Navy, ArmorGalv® has shown superior 
corrosion protection that was better than HDG by 
order of magnitude and has also out-performed 
Stainless Steels in some tests. 
Shown is a page from a side by side salt spray test, 
conducted for Kortick Mfg., showing 
ArmorGalv® out-performing both HDG and 316 
Stainless Steel. Also, unlike HDG, ArmorGalv®  

exhibits excellent anti-galling protection. 

All @ 1500 Hrs

From left to right:
TDG (2), 316 SS (2), 304 SS (2), Silicate Coated HDG (2), HDG (2), 
Aluminum( 1), electroplated (1), ERX TDG (1), ERX HDG (1)



Precision and uniformity:
Unlike HDG, the ArmorGalv® technology creates an extremely uniform and controlled 
alloy layer. Due to the fact that we are dealing with zinc vapor (gas), which penetrates 
any open cavity in the part, ArmorGalv® is not sensitive to the geometry of the part and 
will coat internal surfaces of a part just like it does the external surface. This means, for 
instance, that unlike HDG nuts which get cut after galvanizing, leaving the inside thread 
unprotected, ArmorGalv® provides even and uniform protection to both the outside and 
inside threads.

As can be seen from the uniform coating even between the washer and body of the 
screw, ArmorGalv® works well even on assemblies.
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Evaluation of ArmorGalv® under Salt Fog Exposure  
and Partial Immersion in Saltwater 

 

Background  

ArmorGalv® is a coating achieved through a thermal diffusion galvanizing process similar 
to sherardizing that reportedly provides corrosion protection, wear resistance, and anti-
galling properties. It is applied in accordance with ASTM A1059. The vaporized zinc 
penetrates the surface of the steel to become integrated with the substrate material. The 
process provides a consistent thickness which can be applied between 0.4 to 6 mils. The 
ArmorGalv®coating is hard, non-magnetic, and can be welded. In addition, the treated 
product can be bent without causing damage to the coating. 
 
Methodology 

Thirteen pieces of steel reinforcement conforming to ASTM A615 were sent to Chem-Plate 
Industries to receive the ArmorGalv® process and thirteen pieces were sent to be hot dipped 
galvanized. Steel reinforcement was used because it is readily available, low cost steel and not 
because FDOT has plans to use this coating in reinforcement. Three test specimens of each type 
were subjected to two different exposure conditions and visually evaluated periodically. The first 
condition was partial immersion in 3.5% saltwater at room temperature (approximately 73F) and 
the second was in a 5% salt fog at 95F. After 1,500 and 3,000 hours of salt fog exposure a 
specimen of each type was cross sectioned and mounted for metallographic analysis. 
 
Results 

Partial immersion in the 3.5% saltwater revealed performance differences between the two 
specimen types. There was some visible steel corrosion occurring on the hot dipped galvanized 
bars at the water line, with no visual corrosion in the submerged portion. (Figure 1.) In addition, 
copious amounts of zinc oxide was visible just above the water line indicating that as expected, 

ArmorGalv® process showed limited visual signs of corrosion. (Figure 4.) There were a couple 
of rust colored spots that are most likely the result of surface contamination. 

In addition to the visual observations, a specimen that was exposed to the salt fog environment  

 

 

 
Figure 4  Armorgalv® process after 3000 hours in salt fog exposure 

Figure 3  Traditional Hot Dipped galvanizing after 3000 hours in salt fog exposure 

 

 

Figure 6 ArmorGalv® after 3000 hours in salt fog environment 

 

Conclusions 

The ArmorGalv® coating inhibited corrosion when exposed to salt fog and partial immersion 
environments very well.  It outperformed control samples that were coated utilizing the 
traditional hot dip galvanizing process.  However, while initial results are promising, more 
rigorous evaluation should be performed before considering widespread usage of this product.   

 

Applications 

It is recommended that this coating product be used for small critical hardware like nuts and 
bolts to replace hot dip galvanizing where the extra cost can be justified by longer service life. 

Unexposed specimen           Specimen after3000Hrs salt spray

Superior corrosion protection: Part of a long-term corrosion test performed 
by the Florida Department Of Transportation, 
showing a side by side comparison of HDG and 
ArmorGalv®. While HDG coated rebar has 
completely failed after 3000Hrs (actually the 
failure started much earlier at around 600Hrs), 
the ArmorGalv® coated rebar showed no signs 
of corrosion at the end of the test. As can be 
seen from the cross section, after 3000hrs in 
the salt spray, the ArmorGalv® layer is still 
complete and intact.
Following above test, steel hardware on the 
San Pablo River Bridge in Jacksonville, FL. are 
protected with ArmorGalv®, as the first 
infrastructure project specifying ArmorGalv®.   



ArmorGalv® is the solution to corrosion of Rebar
The corrosion of rebar in concrete is 
estimated to cost the US economy 
between $50Bn and $100Bn per year.

The national Academy of science funded
Test program for ArmorGalv® coated
Rebar ( NCHRP), following two years of
testing, has concluded:
“ Tests comparing the performance in severe salt environments with 
and without abrasion show a 5 to 10 times improvement in 
performance with the TZD-coated steel versus HDG steel.” 
and:
“TZD-coated reinforcement will have a significantly lower initial cost 
than stainless steel reinforcement, and can be applied to all strength 
grades of steel, allowing for potential additional savings where the 
designer can use higher tensile strengths to reduce the amount of 
reinforcing bars needed. When used with higher strength bars and 
lower permeability concrete, TZD could potentially lower the overall 
upfront and service life costs for bridges versus alternative reinforcing 
bar options.” 



ArmorGalv®  coated rebar provides the most 
durable and flexible solution to rebar corrosion:

ArmorGalv® coated rebar can be bent and formed after coating, without losing 
corrosion performance.

Integrity of the ArmorGalv® coating is maintained on bent ArmorGalv® rebar

The ArmorGalv® process is extremely flexible and allows processing of rebar at a
wide range of temperatures. This allows for treatment of high carbon rebar without 
fear of hydrogen embrittlement or loss of strength. It also helps improve elongation 
and flexibility for earthquake zones.



From “normal” salt spray tests, to cyclic 
automotive industry tests and real life testing by 
the U.S Navy, ArmorGalv® has shown superior 
corrosion protection that was better than HDG 
by order of magnitude and has also out-
performed Stainless Steels in some tests.
Shown is a page from a side by side salt spray 
test, conducted for Kortick Mfg., showing 
ArmorGalv® out-performing both HDG and 316 
Stainless Steel. Also, unlike HDG, ArmorGalv® 

exhibits excellent anti-galling protection.

All @ 1500 Hrs

From left to right:
TDG (2), 316 SS (2), 304 SS (2), Silicate Coated HDG (2), HDG (2), 
Aluminum( 1), electroplated (1), ERX TDG (1), ERX HDG (1)

Above is part of a test by a French government institute that is testing for the automotive 
industry. This is a tough cyclic test, where the maximum specification for automotive parts is 
42 cycles. Above, is the test report for ArmorGalv® coated fasteners, that has been stopped 
after 63 cycles with no sign of corrosion (the “white corrosion” is actually the silicate sealer). 



S P E N C E R    S P O T L I G H T 
Spencer'Industries'Inc.!pioneered!the!applica.on!of!ASTM!A!1059!Zinc!Alloy!Thermo;
Diffusion!Coa.ngs!;;trade!named!ArmorGalv®'77'for!the!US!Navy!in!2008!as!part!of!the!Intra;
Connector!Material!Handling!(ICMH)!System,!an!ONR;sponsored!project!managed!by!SCRA.!!
Through!the!ICMH!project,!NSWC;PCD!installed!ArmorGalv®!protected!chains!and!
tensioners!on!LCAC;66!opera.ng!out!of!Panama!City,!Florida!in!July!2010.!!The!chains!and!
tensioners!have!remained!corrosion;free!over!the!three;year!period!since!ini.al!installa.on.!!
!

The!inner!pair!of!cargo!lashings,!manufactured!by!Spencer,!were!coated!with!ArmorGalv®.!!
They!exhibit!no!signs!of!rust!aYer!three!years!in!the!highly!corrosive!Gulf!environment.!!!
The!outer!pair!of!legacy!lashings,!using!standard!materials!and!treatment,!have!
significantly!corroded!over!the!same!period.!
!
Photo!courtesy!of!Thomas!Whelan,!Mechanical!Engineer,!ACV!Branch,!NSWC;PCD!!!thomas.whelan@navy.mil!!

SPENCER INDUSTRIES INC.     POC – Martin Lawrence  Mlawrence@spencerindinc.com  
80 Holmes St., Belleville, NJ 07109-3121 

Telephone 973-751-2200   Fax 973-751-2471   www.spencerindinc.com 
 

REAL LIFE TEST

After 3 years on the deck of an active U.S Navy hovercraft, HDG lashing is 
completely corroded while ArmorGalv® coated lashing, with grade 120 
chain, shows no sign of wear or corrosion



No hydrogen or molten metal embrittlement and no strain aging

The ArmorGalv® process, by it’s nature, does not allow the hydrogen embrittlement 
process to occur. It does not involve acids and parts are processed at temperature for 
extended time, forcing hydrogen out. The natural micro-porosity of the ArmorGalv®

coating allows hydrogen to escape. This has been proven through 100 years of field 
experience (including Sherardizing, which has a similar metallurgical structure) as well 
as laboratory testing. The ArmorGalv® process also provides stress relief and 
improves fatigue performance.
This allows for the protection, with ArmorGalv®, of high tensile, heat treated parts, 
without the fear of failure. Parts such as springs, high-grade fasteners, high-grade 
chains etc. greatly benefit from corrosion protection that HDG and most other coating 
technologies cannot provide. 

Grade8 automotive bolts (2040hrs salt spray      Springs on vibratory mine screen -
ArmorGalv® provides corrosion protection  and improves fatigue performance       



DiSTeK N.A. LLC                                                           

Environmentally Friendly 
Thermal Diffusion Galvanizing Process 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
   1800 Touhy Avenue; Elk Grove, IL 60007 Plant: 847-640-1600  Sales: 617-566 0058 

2006 US EPA WINNER MVP2 AWARD 

 

 
 
 
 

Small ArmorGalv® system                                  Large system for parts to 40ft long (12m)  

The ArmorGalv® process lends 
itself to highly automated 
facilities, as illustrated in the 
picture on the left, designed for 
automated processing of 3m 
(10ft) long tubes of various 
diameters. The tubes are evenly 
coated inside and out.

Energy efficiency -ArmorGalv® consumes less than half the energy of HDG  



Paintability - It is a well known fact that HDG coated parts as well as zinc plated 
parts are difficult to paint and require special surface preparation such as 
mechanical or chemical etching to create a surface “profile” to get some minimal 
adhesion of paint to the surface. This is due to the fact that the HDG crystals 
create a “sealed” surface that does not hold paint or any other over-coating 
material.
As illustrated in the following pictures, it can be seen that the ArmorGalv®

surface (on the right) is dendritic in structure and acts as a “micro sponge”, 
absorbing any paint, rubber or over-coating and providing extremely good 
adhesion values. On the left is the HDG surface which is “sealed” and does not 
hold paint.

ANDREW ROURKE.
Hi Andy.
Below please see where we stand with the Tapcon parts coated with ArmorGalv® BLUE.

Please note that the parts on the right  were drilled into concrete and removed and still 
exhibit the blue color after 48 hours of salt spray. The ArmorGalv® Base Coat will allow 
ANY paint to exhibit this phenomenon because it acts like a “sponge” to absorb paint 
BELOW the surface. We will continue the drilled parts to 1000 hours salt spray.

This shows why the ArmorGalv® BLUE can retain paint even after drilling:

Best Regards,
Marty

ARMORGALV® TAPCON SALT SPRAY UPDATE 4/2015

ArmorGalv® BLUE 
1,000 Hours Salt Spray

ArmorGalv® BLUE DRILLED 
        48 Hours Sals SprayPaint is absorbed deep into the 

ArmorGalv® surface of the hardened 
screws on the right, so It survived the 
drilling of the screws into concrete and 
removing them.     



ArmorGalv® can be formed and bent after coating 
without loss of coating and corrosion performance 

Delnorth Steel-Flex® roadside guide post  is
one of the most extreme examples of the ability of  
ArmorGalv® to withstand extreme deformation 
without loss of coating, or even paint adhesion. The 
Steel-Flex® spring steel roadside guide-posts, was 
developed by Delnorth International (Australia) and 
is being coated by the ArmorGalv® licensee 
ArmorGalv Aust. PTY Ltd. The post is made of a 
specialty spring steel and coated with ArmorGalv® 

and then powder coated. Testing the product entails 
1500 cycles of a truck driving over the post, without 
it losing its flexibility, corrosion resistance and paint.



Some real life applications, projects and case studies 
using ArmorGalv® for protection   

Marine applications.
Barge towing chain in the north 

sea oil fields – a very critical 

application that involves protection 

from corrosion as well as wear and 

abrasion.  A similar application is 

also chain used in fish farming.

The U.S Navy fleet of hovercraft 

(LCAC’s) is equipped with lashings 

made of G120 high tensile chain, 

protected with ArmorGalv® . This 

light weight chain is long lasting 

and offers about 35%  in weight 

reduction. 



 
 Cross section through the center of the thread       Cross section through the end of the thread                                        
!
!!!!!!
   

 
Cross section through a tooth                    Sintered steel ratchet wheels (2040 Hrs salt spray)
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Automotive applications
ArmorGalv® use in the automotive industry is growing, having started with  
some of the toughest applications where other technologies do not work.  

Above part is an ArmorGalv® protected tow bushing, which gets welded to 
the car frame and is used for towing the car in emergency applications. 
This part must be functional for the life of the car. Here ArmorGalv®

replaces specialty stainless steel.



 
 Cross section through the center of the thread       Cross section through the end of the thread                                        
!
!!!!!!
   

 
Cross section through a tooth                    Sintered steel ratchet wheels (2040 Hrs salt spray)
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sintered metal is the preferred, most cost effective  method for 
manufacturing complex parts. ArmorGalv® helps expand the use of sintered 
metal by eliminating the need for polymer impregnation and greatly improving 
corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, as well as paint-ability.  

Folie 10Inno-Projekt Nr. 2623, Stand 12.12.2011Dr. Thomas Schmidt (EP/CRK)

Projekt G1: Federmutter (in Verbindung mit M6x20 Linsenschraube) 

Sachnummern: A004 620 59 34

Lieferant: Fa. Lisi-Automotive
Korrosionstest: MeKo-S (abgeschlossen)

Beschichtungssystem: ArmorGalv + TriTop + Silber N
Beschichter: Fa. Benseler

Anzahl Prüfkörper: 10
Referenz-Prüfkörper: 24 Varianten jeweils 3 Proben (4. Woche von 8) 

MeKo-S Prüfergebnisse

Zwischenfazit:    1. Platz (von 3 Zn-Diff-Varianten) aus Sicht Korrosionsschutz (visuell)
Referenz-Prüfkörper (noch in Prüfung):

Ohne Quetschung (nach 8 Wo MeKo-S)

Mit Quetschung (nach 8 Wo MeKo-S)

Car door hinge
Seite 9
 D. Fischer, H. Claussen, 09.02.2012, BO - KOft

Halter am HAT / Tritop + Armorgalv + KTL

720h NSS

NSS 1200h

2000h NSS

2880h NSS

Spring body clip Trunk locking mechanism body



Infrastructure and construction

Railway fasteners across Europe and 
Australia are protected with 
ArmorGalv®.
The railway clips are made of spring 
steel. ArmorGalv® protects them against 
corrosion and prevents them from 
seizing.

From bridges in coastal areas to modular steel buildings, ArmorGalv®

provides steel structures with decades of maintenance free endurance, even 
in the most adverse conditions. The implications for greatly reduced 
maintenance costs for infrastructure are significant.



Tough marine construction application
Dynamic Seawall Maintenance 
Systems provides a good example 
of using ArmorGalv® to protect 
steel in extreme marine 
environment, also involving high 
wear and abrasion resistance. 
After being drilled into the 
ground, the seawall anchor 
provides long term protection for 
the seawall from seawater and 
wave action. ArmorGalv® coated 
carbon steel has replaced 
stainless steel in this application.
The shaft with the helix is drilled 
into the ground. The bolt holding 
the support plate gets threaded 
into the end of the tube to hold 
the concrete seawall plate. All 
parts are coated with ArmorGalv®



The rock anchor is one of the products 
that take advantage of the fact that 
ArmorGalv® coated steel can be 
formed after coating, without losing its 
corrosion protection. 
The rock anchor is an extreme example 
of this. Having gone through severe 
deformation, it is expected to provide 
long-term corrosion protection in the 
corrosive environment of a mine.
ArmorGalv® coated nails and screws 
provide superior corrosion protection for 
construction, particularly in coastal zones 
and hurricane zones, where extremely long 
corrosion resistance is essential for wood 
structures. 
ArmorGalv® coated screws also work well 
with sheet metal applications due to the 
ability of ArmorGalv® to retain its full 
protection even after self tapping into 
sheet metal.  



!
!
!

 
 
 

High voltage switch. 
All steel parts are 
protected by 
ArmorGalv® , replacing 
Stainless Steel   

 
 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
POLE LINE HARDWARE DROP PRESS-UPSET FORGINGS
2230 Davis Court Hayward, CA 94545
PH. (510) 856-3600 EM. sales@kortick.com
www.KORTICK.com
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POLE LINE HARDWARE

SQUARE HEAD MACHINE BOLTS

NOTES:
1. ASTM A307 AND HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED A153
2. CHAMFERED TIP
3. ASSEMBLED WITH ONE SQUARE NUT

K

“C”

Ø “A”

SQUARE
NUT

“B”

Square Head Machine Bolts
ASTM A307 and Hot Dip Galvanized ASTM A153.
Bolts Assembled with one square nut.
Bolts are Coarse Threaded to a class 2 Fit, formed with a chamfered tip for ease of nut assembly.
Washers ordered separately.

Kortick Square Machine Bolts measured from the beginning of the first thread to the underside of the head.
Used for the construction, maintenance, and service divisions of every utility in the country.
Also called cross arm machine bolts, through bolts, and cable suspension bolts.

Power utilities applications

Power utility companies are now specifying ArmorGalv® as the preferred coating 
for pole line hardware and other equipment, replacing HDG and stainless steel. 
Solar and wind power installations use ArmorGalv® protected hardware.           



• Oil industry applications
• Thermal Diffusion has been used in the oil industry 

for superior  corrosion protection for decades.
• The recent catastrophic spill in the Gulf of Mexico 

was found to have been caused by Hydrogen
Embrittlement.

• ArmorGalv® is the only technology
that combines the best  corrosion protection, abrasion
and wear resistance, anti galling

properties, with a
guaranteed freedom from

Hydrogen Embrittlement.
• ArmorGalv® provides the oil

industry with a solution that 
will greatly enhance safety and
efficiency and generate 
significant cost savings in long
term continuity of operations
and maintenance.   



Heavy construction, mining and agricultural 
equipment and hardware

In the extremely abrasive and corrosive 
environment of coal mining, equipment 
designers have taken advantage of the 
excellent abrasion and wear resistance of the 
ArmorGalv® technology, as well as the long 
term corrosion resistance. This is particularly 
true in critical applications, such as heavy 
equipment and the long-wall hinge pins that 
must guarantee no seizing of the hinges.



USAV'BRISTOE'STATION'(LCU'2006)'and'USAV'NEW'ORLEANS'(LCU'2031)''''''
Spencer!Industries,!in!collabora.on!with!the!U.S.!Army!Tank!Automo.ve!Command!
WatercraY!Inspec.on!Branch,!U.S.!Army!Logis.cs!Innova.on!Agency!and!partner!Metal'
Trades'Inc.,!ini.ated!an!evalua.on!of!the!zinc!diffusion!process!for!improved!corrosion!
resistance!on!the!US!Army�s!Runnymede!class!large!landing!craY.!!In!February!2013,!a!total!
of!13!anchor!chains,!two!bow!chains!and!five!detachable!links!were!sand;blasted!and!
ArmorGalv®!coated!by!Spencer.!!The!chains!and!links!were!then!re;painted!by!Metal!Trades,!
and!re;installed!on!LCU!2031.!ArmorGalv®!coated!anchor!chains!and!components!of!the!
steam!boat!ratchet!assembly!will!be!installed!on!LCU!2006!during!upcoming!maintenance!in!
June/July!2013.!

C u r r e n t    P r o j e c t s 

USS'FREEDOM'(LCS'1)'
In!May!2010,!Spencer'Industries,!at!the!request!of!VADM!McCoy!of!NAVSEA,!performed!a!
corrosion!inspec.on!of!LCS!1!to!iden.fy!parts!that!could!be!treated!with!ArmorGalv®!for!
enhanced!corrosion!protec.on!and!reduced!maintenance!costs.!!For!one!poten.al!product!
family,!Spencer!teamed!with!Samtan'Engineering'Corp.!to!develop!50;year!clip;type!and!
double;leg!style!pipe!hangers.!!Samples!of!both!types!were!fabricated,!coated!with!
ArmorGalv®,!and!will!be!provided!to!the!Navy!for!evalua.on.'

SPENCER INDUSTRIES INC.     POC – Martin  Lawrence  973-751-2200   Mlawrence@spencerindinc.com 

Military applications 
ArmorGalv® provides military equipment 
the high performance combination of 
corrosion and wear resistance that helps 
make the equipment more reliable. It also 
significantly reduces  maintenance and life 
cycle costs.

The U.S Army fleet of landing craft  is 
being equipped with ArmorGalv®

protected anchor chains and bow 
chains, drastically reducing 
operational issues and maintenance 
costs of these parts.



Conclusion

ArmorGalv® is the “green” answer to the high performance 
corrosion protection required across the economy, in most 
industries. ArmorGalv® is the future of corrosion protection 
solutions, in a world that is increasingly sensitive to protecting the 
environment and, at the same time, is in great need of a technology 
that will help reduce maintenance and life-cycle costs of 
infrastructure and equipment.

ArmorGalv® is licensed by:
Distek N.A LLC to its licensees.
Please see:
www.armorgalv.com
Moshe Moked.
moshe@distekna.com


